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Summary. In this article, we introduce four fuzzy relations and the composition, and
some useful properties are shown by them. In section 2, the definition of converse relation
R−1 of fuzzy relationR and properties concerning it are described. In the next section, we
define the composition of the fuzzy relation and show some properties. In the final section we
describe the identity relation, the universe relation and the zero relation.

MML Identifier: FUZZY_4.

WWW: http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol13/fuzzy_4.html

The articles [9], [2], [12], [1], [10], [11], [13], [5], [4], [3], [6], [7], and [8] provide the notation and
terminology for this paper.

1. BASIC PROPERTIES OF THEMEMBERSHIPFUNCTION

We follow the rules:x, y, z denote sets andC1, C2, C3 denote non empty sets.
Let C1 be a non empty set and letF be a membership function ofC1. Observe that rngF is non

empty.
One can prove the following four propositions:

(1) Let F be a membership function ofC1. Then rngF is bounded and for everyx such that
x∈ domF holdsF(x)≤ suprngF and for everyx such thatx∈ domF holdsF(x)≥ inf rngF.

(2) For all membership functionsF , G of C1 such that for everyx such thatx ∈ C1 holds
F(x)≤G(x) holds suprngF ≤ suprngG.

(3) For every membership functionf of C1, C2 and for every elementc of [:C1, C2 :] holds
0≤ f (c) and f (c)≤ 1.

(4) For every membership functionf of C1, C2 and for allx, y such that〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ [:C1, C2 :] holds
0≤ f (〈〈x, y〉〉) and f (〈〈x, y〉〉)≤ 1.

2. DEFINITION OF CONVERSEFUZZY RELATION AND SOME PROPERTIES

Let C1, C2 be non empty sets and leth be a membership function ofC2, C1. The functor converseh
yielding a membership function ofC1, C2 is defined by:

(Def. 1) For allx, y such that〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ [:C1, C2 :] holds(converseh)(〈〈x, y〉〉) = h(〈〈y, x〉〉).
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Let C1, C2 be non empty sets, letf be a membership function ofC2, C1, and letR be a fuzzy
relation ofC2, C1, f . The functorR−1 yields a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, conversef and is defined as
follows:

(Def. 2) R−1 = [: [:C1, C2 :], (conversef )◦[:C1, C2 :] :].

Next we state a number of propositions:

(5) For every membership functionf of C1, C2 holds converseconversef = f .

(6) For every membership functionf of C1, C2 and for every fuzzy relationR of C1, C2, f
holds(R−1)−1 = R.

(7) For every membership functionf of C1,C2 holds 1-minusconversef = converse1-minusf .

(8) For every membership functionf of C1, C2 and for every fuzzy relationR of C1, C2, f
holds(R−1)c = (Rc)−1.

(9) For all membership functionsf , gof C1,C2 holds conversemax( f ,g)= max(conversef ,converseg).

(10) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2, R be a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , andSbe a
fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, g. Then(R∪S)−1 = R−1∪S−1.

(11) For all membership functionsf , gof C1,C2 holds conversemin( f ,g)= min(conversef ,converseg).

(12) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2, R be a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , andSbe a
fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, g. Then(R∩S)−1 = R−1∩S−1.

(13) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2 and givenx, y. If x ∈C1 andy∈C2, then if
f (〈〈x, y〉〉)≤ g(〈〈x, y〉〉), then(conversef )(〈〈y, x〉〉)≤ (converseg)(〈〈y, x〉〉).

(14) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2, R be a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , andSbe a
fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, g. If R⊆ S, thenR−1 ⊆ S−1.

(15) For all membership functionsf , g of C1, C2 holds conversemin( f ,1-minusg) =
min(conversef ,1-minusconverseg).

(16) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2, R be a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , andSbe a
fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, g. Then(R\S)−1 = R−1\S−1.

(17) For all membership functionsf , gof C1,C2 holds conversemax(min( f ,1-minusg),min(1-minusf ,g))=
max(min(conversef ,1-minusconverseg),min(1-minusconversef ,converseg)).

(18) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2, R be a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , andSbe a
fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, g. Then(R−. S)−1 = R−1−. S−1.

3. DEFINITION OF THE COMPOSITION AND SOMEPROPERTIES

Let C1, C2, C3 be non empty sets, leth be a membership function ofC1, C2, let g be a member-
ship function ofC2, C3, and letx, z be sets. Let us assume thatx ∈ C1 andz∈ C3. The functor
min(h,g,x,z) yields a membership function ofC2 and is defined by:

(Def. 3) For every elementy of C2 holds(min(h,g,x,z))(y) = min(h(〈〈x, y〉〉),g(〈〈y, z〉〉)).

Let C1, C2, C3 be non empty sets, leth be a membership function ofC1, C2, and letg be a
membership function ofC2, C3. The functorh gyielding a membership function ofC1, C3 is defined
by:

(Def. 4) For allx, z such that〈〈x, z〉〉 ∈ [:C1, C3 :] holds(h g)(〈〈x, z〉〉) = suprngmin(h,g,x,z).

LetC1,C2,C3 be non empty sets, letf be a membership function ofC1,C2, letgbe a membership
function ofC2, C3, let R be a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , and letSbe a fuzzy relation ofC2, C3, g.
The functorR Syielding a fuzzy relation ofC1, C3, f g is defined by:
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(Def. 5) R S= [: [:C1, C3 :], ( f g)◦[:C1, C3 :] :].

The following propositions are true:

(19) For every membership functionf of C1, C2 and for all membership functionsg, h of C2, C3

holds f max(g,h) = max( f g, f h).

(20) Let f be a membership function ofC1, C2, g, h be membership functions ofC2, C3, R be a
fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , Sbe a fuzzy relation ofC2, C3, g, andT be a fuzzy relation ofC2,
C3, h. ThenR(S∪T) = R S∪R T.

(21) For all membership functionsf , g of C1, C2 and for every membership functionh of C2, C3

holds max( f ,g) h = max( f h,g h).

(22) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2, h be a membership function ofC2, C3, R be a
fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , Sbe a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, g, andT be a fuzzy relation ofC2,
C3, h. Then(R∪S) T = R T∪S T.

(23) Let f be a membership function ofC1, C2, g, h be membership functions ofC2, C3, andx,
z be sets. Ifx∈C1 andz∈C3, then( f min(g,h))(〈〈x, z〉〉)≤ (min( f g, f h))(〈〈x, z〉〉).

(24) Let f be a membership function ofC1, C2, g, h be membership functions ofC2, C3, R be a
fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , Sbe a fuzzy relation ofC2, C3, g, andT be a fuzzy relation ofC2,
C3, h. ThenR(S∩T)⊆ (R S)∩ (R T).

(25) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2, h be a membership function ofC2, C3, andx,
z be sets. Ifx∈C1 andz∈C3, then(min( f ,g) h)(〈〈x, z〉〉)≤ (min( f h,g h))(〈〈x, z〉〉).

(26) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2, h be a membership function ofC2, C3, R be a
fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , Sbe a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, g, andT be a fuzzy relation ofC2,
C3, h. Then(R∩S) T ⊆ (R T)∩ (S T).

(27) For every membership functionf of C1, C2 and for every membership functiong of C2, C3

holds conversef g = converseg conversef .

(28) Let f be a membership function ofC1, C2, g be a membership function ofC2, C3, R be a
fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , andSbe a fuzzy relation ofC2, C3, g. Then(R S)−1 = S−1 R−1.

(29) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2, h, k be membership functions ofC2, C3, and
x, z be sets. Supposex ∈ C1 andz∈ C3 and for every sety such thaty ∈ C2 holds f (〈〈x,
y〉〉)≤ g(〈〈x, y〉〉) andh(〈〈y, z〉〉)≤ k(〈〈y, z〉〉). Then( f h)(〈〈x, z〉〉)≤ (g k)(〈〈x, z〉〉).

(30) Let f , g be membership functions ofC1, C2, h, k be membership functions ofC2, C3, R be
a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f , Sbe a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, g, T be a fuzzy relation ofC2,
C3, h, andW be a fuzzy relation ofC2, C3, k. If R⊆ SandT ⊆W, thenR T⊆ S W.

4. DEFINITION OF IDENTITY RELATION AND PROPERTIES OFUNIVERSE AND ZERO

RELATION

Let C1, C2 be non empty sets. The functor Imf(C1,C2) yielding a membership function ofC1, C2 is
defined as follows:

(Def. 6) For allx, y such that〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ [:C1, C2 :] holds ifx = y, then(Imf(C1,C2))(〈〈x, y〉〉) = 1 and if
x 6= y, then(Imf(C1,C2))(〈〈x, y〉〉) = 0.

Next we state several propositions:

(31) For every elementc of [:C1, C2 :] holds(Zmf(C1,C2))(c) = 0 and(Umf(C1,C2))(c) = 1.

(32) For all x, y such that 〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ [:C1, C2 :] holds (Zmf(C1,C2))(〈〈x, y〉〉) = 0 and
(Umf(C1,C2))(〈〈x, y〉〉) = 1.
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(33) Let f be a membership function ofC2, C3, O1 be a zero relation ofC1, C2, O2 be a zero
relation ofC1, C3, andRbe a fuzzy relation ofC2, C3, f . ThenO1 R= O2.

(34) For every membership functionf of C1, C2 holds f Zmf(C2,C3) = Zmf(C1,C3).

(35) Let f be a membership function ofC1, C2, O1 be a zero relation ofC2, C3, O2 be a zero
relation ofC1, C3, andRbe a fuzzy relation ofC1, C2, f . ThenR O1 = O2.

(36) For every membership functionf of C1, C1 holds f Zmf(C1,C1) = Zmf(C1,C1) f .

(37) Let f be a membership function ofC1, C1, O be a zero relation ofC1, C1, andR be a fuzzy
relation ofC1, C1, f . ThenR O= O R.
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